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What is Boccia?
As a sport, Boccia was originally predominantly played by athletes with cerebral palsy,
but has now expanded to include athletes with other disabilities that affect motor
skills. All athletes are required to be seated when releasing the ball, and most play
from a wheelchair. Athletes can throw, kick or even use a ramp (and a ramp assistant
that you get to boss around) to get the ball where you want it to go.
•
•
•
•
•

Boccia (pronounced 'Bot-cha') is a Paralympic sport introduced in 1984.
It has no Olympic counterpart.
Athletes throw, kick or use a ramp to propel a ball onto the court with the aim of
getting closest to a 'jack' ball.
It is designed specifically for athletes with a disability affecting locomotor
function.
It is played indoors on a court similar in size to a badminton court.

Boccia is widely played as an educational and
recreational game, particularly in schools. At
Paralympic level, Boccia is one of only two sports
which do not have an Olympic counterpart with
Goalball being the other.
Boccia is played on a court measuring 12.5 × 6 m
with 2 m of empty space around it. The surface of
the court is flat and smooth. The throwing area is
divided into six rectangular throwing boxes in
which the athletes must stay completely within
during play. On the court is a V-shaped line over
which the jack must cross for the throw to be
valid. At the end of the court is the ‘dead ball container’ which balls are put in if they
are thrown outside of the time limit, out of the area of play or the athlete violates a rule
during his or her throw. A cross marks the position where the jack must be placed if it
touches or crosses the boundary line or in the case of a tie break.
The balls are made of leather and are slightly larger than a tennis
ball, weighing approximately 275 grams and measuring 270mm in
circumference. Boccia balls are available in varying degrees of
firmness.
Boccia can be played by individuals, pairs, or teams of three. All
events are mixed gender. The aim of the game is to throw leather
balls – coloured red or blue as close as they can to a white target
ball, or jack. Each side has six balls per ‘end’, and each end is timed.
The jack is thrown first, then the first two regular balls are played,
(first, the player who threw the jack then the opposing side), after

which, the side furthest away from the jack goes next in an attempt to either get closer
to the jack or knock the opposition’s ball out of the way. In this fashion, each end will
continue until one side has played all six balls, at which point, the opposing side will
play their remaining balls.
When each end is finished, the referee identifies ball (or balls) of the same colour
closest to the jack, and awards points accordingly – one point for each ball that is
closer to the jack than the opponent’s closest ball. The team/player with the highest
number of points at the end of play is the winner. If both teams have the same amount
of points after all ends have been played, one additional end, the tiebreaker, is played
to determine a winner.
Individual competition consists of four ends and six balls per player per end, whilst
paired competition is four ends and six balls per pair per end (three per player). Team
competition is six ends, and six balls per team per end (two per player). In pair and
team events, a reserve player is allowed. Between ends a reserve can be substituted for
a player during a game, but only one substitution per game is permitted.

Basic Strategy
Positioning of the wheelchair (or chair) to benefit the shot.
Place jack where it will give the biggest advantage (away from the opponent).
Place first coloured ball in front of the jack.
Knock-up shot: To push one of your own balls closer to the jack.
Throw-off: If there is a risk of knocking an opponent’s ball closer to the jack.
Smash: To scatter the head or take either the opponent’s ball or the jack ball off the
court.
Blocking: Strategically placing balls to stop opponent scoring more points.

Court Size
A typical Boccia court is 12.5m long (10m playing surface) by 6m wide. Player’s boxes
are 2.5m long x 1m wide.
The court layout can be marked out on any flat hard indoor surface.

MEASUREMENT GUIDELINES Ref 2.7 Wide Tape for Exterior lines, Throwing line and V
line Thin tape for throwing box dividers and the 25cm x 25cm Cross 6 meter lines: from
the inside of the side lines 12.5 meters side lines: from inside of the front line and inside
of the back line 10 meters: from inside the front line to the back of the throwing line 5
meters: from inside the front line to the centre of the cross 3 meters: from inside the
side line to the centre of the cross 3 meters: from the back of the throwing line to the
front of the V line 1.5 meters: from the back of the throwing line to the front vertex of
the V line 2.5 meters: from inside the back line to inside (which is also the back) of the
throwing line 1 meter box lines: evenly spread over either side of the meter marks.

Equipment
Wheelchairs
As Boccia is a ‘wheelchair sport’, it is compulsory for the athlete to be seated in a
wheelchair.
The chair should be an appropriate size.
The armrests should not interfere with the ball delivery.
The footplates should not interfere with the delivery or the positioning of the ramp (if
used).

Boccia Balls
1 set comprises: 6 x Blue balls, 6 x Red balls, 1 x Jack (white ball).
Boccia balls are available in hard of soft sets.
There are many Boccia Balls and Ramps on the market, all very much dependent on
the level of Boccia you wish to play.
To assist you to find what you’re looking for, here are some of the more well-known
suppliers who will be happy to help you find that set to help take you to victory.

Russell Maxwell - Australian Brand!
Email: rdmaxwell1802@icloud.com

BOCCAS
Web: www.Boccas.biz
Email: boccas@gmail.com

Web: www.handilifesport.com
Email: hls@handilifesport.com

Ramps and other assisting devices
Ramps
For players who have functional restrictions that do not allow them to throw or kick
the ball.
A ramp assistant is considered part of the equipment. As such, the assistant athlete
must have good communication (communication is only one way – from athlete to the
ramp assistant).
Remember that all equipment used by players and their assistant must fit into the
playing box area.

Head Pointer
A device enabling BC3 player to make contact with the ball to propel down the ramp.
Mouth pointer may also be used.

Resources
Files available for download
Name

Type

Size

First Ball

DOCX

27KB

Back Court Work

DOCX

35KB

2nd Phase Switches

DOCX

34KB

Court outline BC3 training lengths

DOC

44KB

Drawing Short

DOCX

19KB

Half Ball Hit

DOCX

15KB

Knock-outs

DOCX

42KB

Line and Pace

DOCX

16KB

National 15 Ball Measuring Test

PDF

419KB

Random Drawing Drill

DOCX

39KB

Responses to Opposition First Ball

DOCX

57KB

DRAFT Measuring Tool Blank

DOC

44KB

Boccia Modified Games - Line and Length

PPTX

134KB

Boccia Theory

DOCX

134KB

Calibration-explanation

DOCX

17KB

Calibration-sheet-example

DOCX

22KB

Boccia ramp blueprint

PDF

196KB

Sports Ability Cards_BOCCIA

PDF

658KB

General Rules
The aim of the game is to get closer to the jack than your opponent.
The jack ball is white and is thrown first.
One side has six red balls and the other has six blue balls.
The balls are leather containing plastic granules so they don't bounce but will still roll.
The side whose ball is not closest to the jack throws until they get a ball closest or until
they run out of balls.
Once all the balls have been thrown one side receives points for every ball they have
closer to the jack than their opponent’s closest ball.
https://cdn.revolutionise.com.au/site/leofmqyls3tusp2i.pdf

Paralympic Classifications
For competition purposes, athletes are classified according to their disability into
one of four Paralympic classifications:

BC1
Players in this class propel the ball with the hand or foot. They may compete with the
help a sport assistant. BC1 players have a disability of cerebral origin..

BC2
Players in this class throw the ball with the hand. They are not eligible for assistance.
BC2 players also have a disability of cerebral origin but are less effected than players in
the BC1 classification.

BC3
Players in this class have very severe locomotor dysfunction in all four limbs. Players in
this class have no sustained grasp or release action and although they may have arm
movement, they have insufficient range of movement to propel a Boccia ball onto the
court. They may use an assistive device such as a ramp to deliver the ball. BC3
players compete with the help of a sport assistant; Assistants must keep their back to
the court and their eyes averted from play at all times and are not permitted to
influence the athletes decision making or shot selection.

BC4
Players in this class have severe locomotor dysfunction of all four limbs. They can
demonstrate sufficient dexterity to throw the ball onto the court. Players are not
eligible for assistance.

BC5
BISFed is pleased to publish the profile of a new BC5 Classification. The BC5
Classification has been developed for those players whose impairments are not severe
enough to allow them to play in the BC2 or BC4 Classification.

NSW Public Schools Boccia Knockout
Competition
Rules and Conditions
(a) Entry

Each team can register between 3 to 9 players and should specify their playing needs.
Boccia is a gender blind sport, so teams can be mixed (boys and girls). At least two of
the “on court” players at all times, must have disabilities. Any non-disabled player / or
a student with only a behavioural disorder must use their feet to kick the ball.
Throwers, kickers and ramp players will play together in a team as decided by the coach.
It is encouraged to only select non-disabled players if required to make up a viable team.
Boccia is a sport designed for athletes with disabilities, but comparatively equal playing
conditions can be created.

(b) Conditions of play

Each school team will consist of a minimum of 3 to a maximum of 9 players. At least
two of the “on court” players at all times, must have disabilities. Throwers and ramp
players will play together in a team as decided by the coach.
Only 3 players from each team will be required on court at any time, one of which will
be the nominated captain. The captain will be the key point of contact between the
referee and the team, and will generally direct play with assistance from the
teacher/coach from the sidelines. Players using a ramp can have an assistant (referred
to as a ramp assistant) which can either be another pupil, or an adult volunteer. It is
important that the ramp assistant only follows the directions of the athlete and does not
influence play. Ramp assistants must not face the court during play and must only
follow direction from the player.
All ‘Finals Day’ matches will consist of 4 Ends (an End being a full set of 6 red and 6 blue
balls being played); each team will have a maximum of 6 minutes to complete their end,
which will be timed. Any balls not played in that 6 minutes will be taken by the referee.
Substitutions can be made between any of the 4 Ends.
Only one teacher / coach can assist the team with verbal instructions while play is
in progress, and must stay off the court unless ramp assisting.
All players must be sitting while playing, whether this is in a wheelchair or fixed seat.

(c)

Scoring and Results

On the day, matches will consist of 4 ends; each team will have a maximum of 6 minutes
to complete their end. The competition will be run in a knockout format, with the
winner progressing. Should the score be tied at the end of the game, it will result in a
one ball tie break. At the end of the competition, a shield will be awarded to the winning
team, medals to the top 3 teams and certificates to all participants.

(d) Umpiring

Boccia NSW will be responsible for the umpiring duties. While basic Boccia rules will be
enforced, being able to promote a fair and inclusive game environment is more
essential.

(e) Equipment

All equipment at the Regional Competitions will be supplied by Boccia NSW, but schools
are encouraged to bring their own ramps and sets of Boccia balls if they have them.
Teams can only use their own equipment or equipment loaned from Boccia NSW. No
equipment sharing between teams will be allowed.

(f)

Bonus Point Rule

At the conclusion of each End one on-field player (cannot be substituted in just for this
throw) of each team will be invited to play a ball into the new “Penalty Box” (This is a
small box which surrounds the centre cross). If the ball played lands inside the box, and
does not touch any of the lines, a “bonus point” will be added to the End Score. Red will
always go first, and blue second. The red ball is removed before blue has their
turn. Over a Four End game, a team must use four different players to play their
“Bonus Point” shots, and the player must complete the throw from the box they
played in during that End. Therefore, each team will have four chances to add points
over a 4 End game.

Teams Responsibilities
To ensure an efficient and fair playing environment, all teams are required to meet the
following responsibilities:
•

arrive at the venue on time

•

base themselves close to the allocated court for their games

•

ensure the team is ready to play each round as requested by the event manager

•

have the starting 3 players ready to go on court

•

complete all substitutions quickly between ends

•

have all players participate in a fair manner

•

have coaches encourage sportsmanship at all times

•

follow the directions of the referee

•

ensure that all refreshments are taken in between games

•

attend the medal ceremony and assist with equipment clean up.

Note: The main aims of the competition are to enable students with disabilities to
represent their schools, enjoy a day of competitive sport, to experience Boccia and
possibly enable talented players to be identified for State level representative
teams.
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For more information
Call the Disability Inclusion Officers on 9508 5500
OR
Visit the NSW School Sport website
app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/disabilities/ParticipationOpportunities

app.education.nsw.gov.au/sport/disabilities

